Abstract. The idea of big data processing is widely accepted nowadays, which makes it critical for IaaS to support network infrastructures in large scale. This paper presents a novel network model based on scale free network, which explored the influence to scale free property with a maximum degree constraint, and detailed deployment node structures under different balance factor. This paper analyzed the theoretical nature of scale free combined with data center application, presents the simulation results and the verification at large scale for various configurations.
Introduction
The impact of big data driven the application of large scale of servers, which trigger the requirement of data center construction as a support infrastructure. Unfortunately, traditional network architecture of data center is expensive and lack the high availability, flexibility and scalability properties which are essential for big data applications.
Scale free network is a complex network form between structure network and random network, which has key characters of growth and preferential attachment [1] . Its distribution of degree follows power law with the factor of 3 [2, 3] , which is suitable for construction of networks of data center.
There's lots of research over scale free networks: Dorogovtsev et al. [4] and Krapivsky et al. [5] analyzed the proper of BA model. Albert and Barabási presented a modificated BA algorithm [6] , generating scale-free network which would follow the power law distribution with desired  value.
With the in-depth study of scale-free networks, Goh et al. concluded there's parameters other than the degree of network concentration, like BC (betweenness centrality), which is first be quantizated by Anthonisse [9] and Freeman [10] . Goh et al. discovered the distribution of BC value also follows similar power low characters: [12, 13] , compared with small-world network, scale-free network has different characters in extremely few nodes with extremely aggregation node, and extremely low of even distance as n log log , which is valuable, worthy of study and research in data center networks.
The scale-free networks is mapped to a specific data center network architecture. László Gyarmati et al. [15] , presented a improved BA algorithm called Scafida, which try to meeting the need of data center network with scale-free networks. The approach introduced the concept of heterogeneous networks, ie all nodes in the network are not entirely consistent, the interface number of server or switches can be differs, by record the information of total nodes list and assigned nodes, it'll construction a scale-free networks under the constraint of node and switch resources. Thereby generate a practicable network structure.
As László Gyarmati believes, such of constraint will not paralyze scale free property by a simulated experience result. However, a further in-depth analysis indicates that viewpoint may have some following problems: 1) Any method which introduce constraint of maximum degree, will eventually block the properties of scale-free networks. 2) The Scafida was a two-stage approaches, which generate network structure first, than assign roles for nodes. Which lack the consideration of complex situations like switches form a loop.
3) The approach of strict restrict node/switch resources during construction, essentially reversed cause and effect. The final object is not to use as much as possible of all network equipment resources, but to connect all the nodes reasonable and effect. In fact the number of network devices can be better optimized from exhaustively used.
In the following sections, this paper try to give a different theoretical models for general approach of data center network construction by analyze first question. Than analyze and explain the other two questions.
Scale-free network and maximum degree. By the nature of scale-free networks, the distribution of node degree of compliance with power-law distribution, which is
. For a scale-free network with node n, the expectation of maximum degree is
Clearly, there is a limit as the maximum degree, assuming k n MaxDegree  ) ( , then when the network scale growth to
, will not maintain scale-free networks property any more.
Thus, by a given maximum degree constraint, network will no long maintain scale-free property after a certain size.
Scale-free construction algorithm with maximum degree constraints. While we can't construct scale-free networks under a constraints of the maximum degree, it is still possible to achieve a certain degree of approximation by the idea of divide and conquer.
Assume that node is limited to maximum of k, and construct a n scale-free network.
Step. 
ADJUSTMENT OF BALANCE FACTOR
Balance factor can be introduced by the proportion of N-N (Node-Node connection schema) and N-S (Node-Switch connection schema), which can be defined as balance factor:
Nodes in network follows a typical schema of N-S, which is every nodes will be connected by switch. Assuming N-S is the only connection mode, then the number of S will be a fixed value of w.
Let w + q be the number of S in the generated network. Then q is the balance factor, ranging from ] , [  w
Balance factor describes the usage of network devices, which will impact network performance and construction cost greatly. This section, we will analysis the optimal value of the balance factor. , there'll be a certain probability of occurrence of S-S schema, which can be simplified for the ease of analysis. Thus, each N nodes connected with S nodes. From the perspective of resource utilization, the connectivity of n nodes will meet total port of w switches exactly, which intuitively also to be a perfect connection schema. As showed in Fig. 1 .
For q>0. Since the reduce of N nodes, there'll be lots of S-S connection schema to consume internal interconnection interfaces of S switches. For S-S mode, there'll be a requirement for network equipment to avoid loops. Otherwise, if multiple switches cascaded and formed a cyclic loop, there'll be broadcast storm which will severely weakened switch performance. As showed in Fig. 2 .
By span tree algorithm, the network can be simplified to tree, which can eliminate loops and make the network structure usable in ordinary switches. However, this approach is equivalent to deleted some part of S-S links. And lack the ability to dynamic routing. The few remaining S-S forms span tree linked as daisy chain, which provide relatively small bandwidth.
Thus, otherwise the network equipments are smart devices which capable of form dynamically span trees, the network performance will not increase while increase more network switches.
On the other hand, with the further increasing of q, S-S schema can no longer consume internal interconnection interface of S switches. There'll be less N nodes for each S switch, and N-S-N schema begin to emerge. It is obviously N-S-N is equivalent to N-N, which indicates the increasing if q will come to a limitation naturally.
For q<0. There'll be more N-N connection pattern due to the reduce of S nodes. Consider that the relatively small number of interfaces for N nodes. For a value of t = 2, a large number of N-N schema will eventually form one straight line connection. For other values like t = 3; t = 4, a large number of N-N would constitute a cellular link, and mesh link. As showed in Fig. 3 .
Compared with the connectivity of switch based networks, N-N schema will weaken the network in performance and fault tolerance.
Fig. 3 Insufficient Switches
However, from the point of resource consumption view, minor N-N node is beneficial for network. For switches will essentially allow dynamically connections between all links, while for scale-free network, not all nodes are needed to interconnect through switches. As a result, only partial links are dynamically selected, which is possible for some links form as static P2P N-N schema without harm the network performance.
After introduced balanced factor, the construct progress can be described as follow steps: 1. Determine node numbers of S and N , and the upper limit of the connections per node. 2. Select a node pair from S and N randomly to establish a connection, which forms the initial graph. 3. Enter main loop, select a node a from node group established connections, which based on the weight of node degree. Ensure that the probably of selection is in proportion to its degree. 4. Determine the allowed connectivity schemas, based on the type of currently selected node(S or N), and also consider balance factor. Then select a node b from the remaining nodes randomly which is not connected yet, to established a connection pair between a and b. 5. Loop above steps until all the nodes have established at least one connection. The construction algorithm ends.
ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
Average node distance. For a purpose of simplicity and without lose of generalization, let's assume all nodes' interface number is t and all switches' interface number is k. Thus, the average route distance: 4 indicates the network performance with various value of q. As the q slightly lower the pointer of q = 0, the network performance still holds. However, the performance failed rapidly while the value q keep decreasing. On the other side, raising q won't increase network performance, and even decrease when q increased too much.
Fig .5 shows the relationship of average routing hops with network scale of N. Due to the usage of tiny switches (k = 8), the average route hops maintained at a relatively high level (10 for 5000 nodes) with the increasing of network scale. But despite the linear increasing of N, the increment of average route hops begin to drop, which indicate the character of scale free.
Average route hops. Fig.6 shows the change of switch ports(k) with average distance of networks. Obviously more interfaces of switches will form a smaller average distance. But the gap between k=8 and k=48 is not large.
Overall network bandwidth. Fig.7 indicates impact of various number of switch interface k. Although we can see a different from various k values, which shows overall bandwidth will be a bit better by using higher k switches. However the different is not obvious. Due to the long tail effect of scale-free networks, a few nodes which has high connectivity contribute great in route distance, but only 1 in bandwidth. Furthermore, since the a long tail effect, most nodes still have a degree less than 8 even under the k=8 configurations. Thus, the gap is minor with different configurations of k. 
Conclusion
This paper analyzes the theoretical aspects of appliance scale-free networks with data center network. Analysis the property of BA constructed network with maximum degree constraint, which described in Scafida [15] . We also presents multi-layer construction method using an recursive idea of divide and conquer. And analyzed the clustering properties, various type of node connection forms, and the impact on network performance.
